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Microsoft Azure Certification
BootCamp for DA-100
(Analyzing Data with Microsoft
Power BI)
Duration: 4 Days

COURSE OUTLINE
Module 1: Prepare the Data
Module 2: Model the Data
Module 3: Visualize the Data

DESCRIPTION
Data Analysts enable businesses to maximize the
value of their data assets by using Microsoft
Power BI. As a subject matter expert, Data
Analysts are responsible for designing and
building scalable data models, cleaning and
transforming data, and enabling advanced
analytic capabilities that provide meaningful
business value through easy-to-comprehend data
visualizations. Data Analysts also collaborate
with key stakeholders across verticals to deliver
relevant insights based on identified business
requirements.
The Data Analyst should have a fundamental
understanding of data repositories and data
processing both on-premises and in the cloud.

OBJECTIVES
To design and build scalable data models
To clean and transform data

Module 4: Analyze the Data
Module 5: Deploy and Maintain
Deliverables

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Data Analyst

PREREQUISITES
Basic knowledge of Cloud platform: Azure
IT industry work experience or those pursuing
a degree in the IT field
Strong learning acumen

TESTIMONIALS
Trainer is quite
knowledgable and has got
lot of experience. He was
bringing realtime example,
properly keeping the focus
on theory and practice. This
was very much important
that the trainer is always
keeping the track
especially for an exhaustive
content.
- Rajkiran A, Senior IT
Manager, P&G
Very impressive training, this
will certainly help my team
to upgrade the skill in Azure.
I would definitely
recommend this training as a
good kick start for Azure
learning. A trainer is very
knowledgeable having great
command over the subject.
- Anil V, Associate
Manager, Stryker
Very satisfied with the
Training, Well explained the
concepts though I am not
from a Networking/System
Admin background.
- Deepak S, Sr Software
Engineer,Cerner
Healthcare Solutions

For training inquiry,
please email us at: sales@cloudthat.in
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